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Behavioral Bias And Beginning Investor Decision Making In Share

Investment In The Covid-I9 Pandemic
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"b IJniversitas Islam Indonesio, Indonesia

ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine whether the confirmation bias, self-attribution bias, overconfidence bias,

cognitive dissonance bias, and herding bias have an effect on making stock investment decisions for

noiice investors during the Covid-19 pandemic. In this study, the sample used was beginner investors

from March to Decem6er 2020. The technique used for sampling was purposive sampling and selected

l6l respondents. The results of data analysis show that self-attribution bias and overconfidence bias

ur. proi"n ,o huu. u significant positive effect on stock investment decision making during the Covid-

is juno.Ilri., while coifirmation bias, cognitive dissonance bias, and.herding bias have no significanl

effict on stock investment decision making during lhe pandemic covid- l9 The results of this sludy are

in accordance with the behavioral financeiheory, that there is the influence ofpsychological factors in

a person,s financial behavior that causes investors to act irrationally in the midst ofuncertainty.

Keywords: Stock investment decisions; Confirmation bias, Self-attribution biasi Overconfidence bias;

Cognitive dissonance bias.

I.INTRODUCTION
TheCovid-lgpandemicwhichwasdetectedinlndonesiainMarch2020hashadanimpactonthe
aountry', 

".onorny 
und has also forced us to sunive amid Ltnccrtainty (Tambunan' 2020) This trncertain

situation *as .rik"d by the composite stock price index touching its lowest lev€l of -3.937 63 at the

.iotii! t"ttion ofttatlingon March 24 2020 This figure decreased by 3 7 49% compare d to the position

at the Jnd of tast year. This became the second deepest composite stock price index conection in history

uif.iU.i"g -l*l S0.6% during the 2008 global financial crisis due to the Subprime Mortgage case in

the United States (Sidik,2020).

lnformation in the midst of the fluctuating composite stock price index trend $as captured as an

opportu"ity and attracted novice investori to invest This is because sentimental lactors play an

important iole. This is also supported by Town,s (2020) statement that investing or buying shares drurng

the covid-19 panrlemic is ttre iigtrt choice because stock prices are very cheap What is intercsting-is

thatofthegstocksectorsinthecapitalmarket,notallsectorswerecorrectedduetotheCovlD-19
oandemic'ThismeansthatthiscanbeanopportunityforinvestorstogettheexPectedreturnwhentbefe
is a national economic recovery.

TheEfficientMarketHypothesis(EMH)theoryisusedbyresearchersintraditionalfinance.The
iin.i""i rra"*.t ttypotheiis theory assumes thai if an inrlividual invesror has the goal of maximizing

,",uinr in in""utniwith deoisions that are not influenccd by psychological or emotional factors' then

he can be called a iational investor (Fama, 199 | ). However. researchers cannot fully accept th is thcory '

The phenomenon of indivicluals rvho behave inationally is more often found today (Hltrdoyo el al ,

2019).

lnational behavior is callerl behavioral bias which causes lost opportunities to get the expectcd retum^

on inu"rtnl.nt. This can leatl to an inelficient stock market (Seto, 2017)' Behavioral bias consists of
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cognitive factors and emotional factors. Pompian (2006) explains that cognitive bias is a deviation from

the-process of undersianding, processing, and making decisions on information or facts. There are four

typjs of cognitive biases, namely confirmation bias, self-anribution bias, overconfidence bias. and

cognitive tliisonance bias. ln addition to cognitive factors and emotional factors, social tbctors ate also

considered to be able to influence investment decisions, namely herding bias (Fityani & Arfinto, 2015),

This researcb is a development of Afriani & Halmawati's (2019) research. Afriani & Halmawati's

rescarch (2019) only uses 3 independent variables, namely cognitive dissonance bias, overconfidence

bias, and herding bias. The author adds confirmation bias and self-attribution bias variables because

both behavioral biases are lelated to overconfidence bias. Therefore this study aims to determine

whether the confirmation bias, self-attribution bias, overconfidence bias, cognitive dissonance bias, and

herding bias have an effect on making stock investment decisions for novice investors during the Covid-
l9 pandemic.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
Confirmation bias in a person raises a tendency to pay attention and prefer information that supports

their opinion but rvill ignore information that conradicts their opinion. This can give rise to indications
ofpoor investment decision making because investors do not have complete information for investment

decision making (Verma.20l6). Mahina & Bashaija's research (2018) concludes lhat contirmation bias

plays a positive and significant role in the frequency oftrading in the stock market.

Hl: Contirmation bias has a positive €ff€ct on beginner investor decision making in stock
investment during the covid-19 pandemic

Self-aftribution bias is a type of cognitive bias behavior that considers investment success purely due

to his ability, intelligence, and sharpness as an investor in predicting and analyzing, and making
investors think that they have good abilities and knowledge (Hirschey & Nofsinger, 2008). The

research of Mahina et al. (2018) stated that sell'-attribulion is a signiticant cause that makes people
perceive their success as an internal strength of themselves and their failure in stock inveslment is

caused by external forces,
H2: Self-attribution bias has a positiv€ effect on the d€cision making of novice investors in stock
investm€nt during the covid-19 pandemic.

Overconfitlence bias is a type of cognitive bras behavior in which investors ha\c a lcndency to
undsrestimate risk, overestimate their knou'ledge and ability in terms of control over what happens.

such as predictions and information they have in making decisions (Utami & Kartini.20l6). lnvestors
rvho are indicated to be overconfident will admit that their abilities and knowledge are better than other
investors, even though this is not necessarily true. Even according to (Sieck & Arkes,2005), investors
with overconfidence bias also have a tendency to ignore information that may be Lrseful that can increase

the level ofprediction oftheir investment.
H3: Overconfidence bias has a positive elTcct on bcginner investor decision making in stock
investment during thc covid-19 pandemic

Cognitive dissonance bias is a situation in which people are uncomfortable with the new information
they get, which raises doubts about their previously received understanding (Pompian, 2006). Because

of this tendency, cognitive dissonance bias in investment decisions causes irrational investor decision
making (Setiawan et al., 20t8). According to Pompian (2006) the occurrence of cognitive dissonance
is an effort to reduce discomfort by convincing oneselfbecause ofthe new information reccived.
H4: Cognitive dissonance bias has a positive effect on beginner investor decision making in stock
investmcnt during thc covid-19 pandemic pandemic,

Herding bias is a social variable that affects investment decisions found in rescrrch (Fit)'ani & Artlnto
20 | 5). Herding in a financial context occurs when an inveslor in a flnancial market rnritatcs the behavior
of another investor or a larger group of investors. Research by Novianggie & Asandimitra (20 | 9) shows

that the herding bias variable has a positive effect on investment decisions because most respondents
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tend to consider the advice given by their friends or brokers in deciding to invest and get profits in the

future.
H5: Herding blss has s posltlve elfect on beglnner lnvestor declslon msklng in stock lnvestmenl

during the covid-19 psndemic.

3. RESEARCH METHODS
The population ofthis study is novice stock investors who registered themselves as investors during the

covii-i9 pandemic betwein March-December 2020. The selection of the month was based on the

consideraiion that the COVTD-19 pandemic was first discovered in Indonesia in early March 2020 and

considerations for December. because as the ctosing month ofthe year. Based on that time period. there

were 47l,077lhousand registered novice stock investon. By using purposive sampling method, l6l
respondents were selected as research samples

The data ofthis study are primary data collected by using a questionnaire. The analysis used to test the

research hypothesis is multiple linear regression wilh the following formula:

DEC =p0+ PICONF+p2 SELF+p3 OVER+ p4 COGN + p5 HERD +e

Note: DEC: Decision Making on stock Investment; CONF: Confirmation Biasl SELF: Selt'-attribution

Bias; OVER: Overconfidenie Bias; COGN: Cognitive Dissonance Bias; HERD: Herding Bias; p0:

Constant; Pl-05 : Regression Coefftci€nt; dan e: error term.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results ofhypothesis testing using multiple linear regression analysisare presented in table 2 belo\\':

Table l. Hypothesis Test Results

Model Predictlons Coefficient T ststistic

(Constant)

CONF +

SELF +

OVER +

COCN +

3,660 ll.'t'13
-,062

sig.

,000

,950-,002

,3 63

,t3t

-,065

5,492 ,000*
2,'172 ,006*

-t ,22t ,224
-,tt64 ,189

4.1 Conlirmation Bias and Novice Investor Decision Making
The results ofhypothesis testing show that confirmation bias has not Proven to have a significant ettect

on stock investm;nt decision making for novice investon during the COVID-19 pandemic This study

is not in accordance with the research Mahina & Bashaija (2018), and cho & Chalid (2020) who

concluded that confirmation bias plays a positive and significant role in trading frequency in the slock

markct. Confirmation bias limits investors from making sound decisions based on rcality whrch can

sometimes result in over- or under-trading. Therefore, investors should note this bias and consult widely

before making investment decisions.

However, the results ofthis study are in accordance with lhe research ofBabajide & Adetiloye (2012)

and Gupta (2016). This finding indicates that novice investors in stock investment during the Covid- 19

pun,f"nii" need complete infoimation before making stock investment decisions. The results of lhis

itu,ly ,upport the risearch of Sembiring (2005) which states that accurate, timcly and complete

infoi.otion aon ruke investors make rational decisions so that the returns obtained will be as expected

HERD + -,012

Sources: Processcd research data, 2021
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4.2 Self-Attribution Blss 8nd Novice Investor Decislon Maklng
The results ofhypothesis testing prove that self-attribution bias has a significant positive effect on slock

investment decision making foi novice investo$ during th€ COVTD-19 pandemic. The rcsults of this

study are in accordance with the research of Mahina et al. (20l8) stated that self-attribution bias has a

significant effect on investors' investment in the Rwan Stock Exchange because it was found that self-

att-ribution bias is a significant cause that makes people perceive their success as an internal strength of
themselves and their failure in stock investment. caused by extemal forces from themselvcs. This can

affect the ability to estimate the true ability of him. Therefore, investors who have self-attribution biased

behavior when their investment choices are successful, will believe that their success is due to their

acumen as investors.

4,3 Overconfidence Bias snd Novice Investor Decision Maldng
The results ofhypothesis testing prove that overconfidence bias has proven to have a significant positive

effect on stock investment decision making for novice investors during the COVID' l9 pandemic. The

results ofthis study are in accordance with the research of Novianggie & Asandimitra (2019) which

found that there is a relationship between the overconfidence variable and investment dectsions which

can be seen from respondents who are too confidenl in their investments. The higher the

overconfidence, the higher the investment decisions taken. This can make investors increase their

ambition in investing.

The results ofthe research on the overconfidence bias variable are in accordance *ith the behavtoral

finance theory which explains that inv€stors have a tendency or sometimes makc mistakes in taking
information related to investment decisions because of psychological factors. Psychological f'actors are

even considersd to cause the loss ofself-control ofan investor which is characterized by making himsclf
pessimistic or even overconhdent (Nofsinger, 2010).

4.4 Cognitive Dissonance Bias 8nd Novice Investor Decision Making
The results ofhypothesis testing indicate that H4 is not supponed. This means that cognitivc dissonance
bias has not been proven to have a significant effect on stock investment decision making tbr novice

investors during the COVID-19 pandemic. The results of this study are not in accordance with Scto's

research (2017) stated that 95.24% ofthe 2l individual investors who have cognitive dissonance bias

say that lhey have held investments thal should have been sold. This mcans lhat cognitive dissonance
can lead to irrational behavior in making investment decisions.

However, this study is in accordance with the research of Sctia\\'an ct al. (2018) which states lhat
cognitive dissonance bias has no effect on investment decisions because investors'cognitive fhctors arc

not always the mainstay. In addition, investors also do not use the initial information received as lhe
basis for making investment decisions, so there is no longer any doubt when getting new information
from other parties. This makes investors will receive full and rational information that can be used as

material for analysis if the return is not as expected. Beginner investors tend to have less intuition in
investing, so their investment decisions tend to be rational.

4,5 Herding Bias and Novice Investor Decision Nlaking
The results ofhypothesis testing indicate that H4 is not supported. This means that herding bias has not
been proven to have a significant effect on stock investment decision making for novice investors during
the COVID-I9 pandemic. The results of this study are not in accordance with the research of
Novianggie & Asandimitra (2019) which found that lhe herding bias variable has a positive effect on
investment decisions. The findings of Novianggie & Asandimitra (2019) show that the more
respondents follow the advice of their broker, friends, family, or group, the more likely they are to
decide to invest.

Howcvcr, thc rcsults of this study are in accordancc with thc rcsearch of Sctrarvan ct al. (2018) lr'hich
states that hcrding bias has no sffect on invcstmcnt decisions bccause thc behar ior of nor rec rnveslors

has a tendency to analyze, receive, and pay attention to fundamental information properly whcn buying
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shares. This is a sign that investors have behaved rationally because the noise in the market and the

investment decisions ofother investors do not affect their investment decisions'

5. CONCLUSION AIID SUCGESTION
Based on the results ofdata analysis, it was concluded that self-attribution bias and overconfidence bias

pro""l to have a significant p-ositive effect on the decision making of novice investors in Stock

investment during thJCovid-li pandemic Period. Meanwhile, confirmation bias, cognitive dissonancc

Uia..unO tt.tOinglias have no significant influence on the decision making ofnovice investors in stock

investment during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The results ofthis study have contributed to investors that in conditions ofuncertainty such as during

G COVTO-tS pandemic, there are still opportunities to invest in the stock markel. The results ofthis

,tuOy .onn* rire behavioral finance theory which states that lhere is an influence of psychological

iuliJ* in a person,s financial behavior that causes inyestors to act inationally in the midst of

uncertainty. Further researchers are atlviserl to examine other behavioral bias variables' such as

representaiivcness bias, anchoring and adjustment bias, availability bias. or mcntal accounting bias so

as to explain the ettect ofbias on stock investment decision making during the COVID-19 pandemic'
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